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We investigate thermodynamics of single-component solid-fluid interfaces when the solid phase is subject to
nonhydrostatic mechanical stresses. The analysis reveals that when the solid is nonhydrostatic, the interface
stress is not unique. We show the existence of several types of interface stresses, formulate them as interface
excess quantities, and establish relationships between them. Using molecular dynamics simulations with an
empirical potential, we compute several different interface stresses for a !110" solid-liquid interface in copper.
The simulations show that biaxial tension and compression of the solid produce a strong effect on the magni-
tude, sign, and anisotropy of the interface stresses. The free energy of the interface was computed by thermo-
dynamic integration along biaxial tension and compression paths. The effect of nonhydrostatic stresses on the
interface free energy is much weaker than the effect on interface stresses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solid-fluid interfaces occur in wide variety of physical
phenomena and technological processes.1 In many situations,
the solid phase is subject to nonhydrostatic mechanical
stresses. At present, there is no clear understanding of how
such stresses can affect interface properties. The goal of this
work is to perform a rigorous analysis of interface thermo-
dynamics in the presence of nonhydrostatic stresses in the
solid. As in Part I of this work dedicated to bulk thermody-
namics of nonhydrostatic systems,2 we study a simple case
of a single-component material as an example. We also per-
form atomistic simulations in order to verify some of our
theoretical results and to evaluate the relative strength of
different effects predicted by the analysis.

Thermodynamics of interfaces was founded by Gibbs.3 To
define thermodynamic quantities characterizing an interface,
Gibbs developed the concept of a dividing surface. He intro-
duced the quantity ", referred to nowadays as interface free
energy, as reversible work required to create a unit area of
interface. He expressed this quantity through excesses, rela-
tive to a chosen diving surface, of other extensive thermody-
namic properties such as energy, entropy, and the numbers of
atoms of different chemical components. Using this formal-
ism of excesses, Gibbs derived the celebrated adsorption
equation expressing the differential of " through differentials
of intensive properties characterizing the phase coexistence.
Analyzing solid-fluid interfaces, Gibbs pointed out that the
interface area can be varied by elastic stretching of the solid
phase. The work of such stretching is done by what is now
called the interface stress #̂.

Gibbs showed that a nonhydrostatically stressed single-
component solid can be equilibrated with three multicompo-
nent fluids each having a different chemical potential of the
solid component.3 This implies that the chemical potential of
the solid component cannot be defined uniquely. Gibbs cir-
cumvented the problem of the undefined chemical potential
by placing the dividing surface so that the interface excess of
the solid component would vanish. This eliminates the term
in the adsorption equation that would otherwise require
knowledge of a chemical potential. As was pointed out by

Cammarata,4,5 this would be impossible for a solid solution
with a variable chemical composition.

Using the Gibbsian definition of ", Cahn6 derived a more
general form of the adsorption equation for hydrostatic sys-
tems by solving a system of Gibbs-Duhem equations for the
bulk phases and a layer containing the interface. Cahn’s
method affords a greater freedom of choice of the intensive
variables used in the adsorption equation. It rigorously intro-
duces the interface excess volume, a quantity which is zero
by definition in the Gibbsian treatment. The freedom of
choice of variables and the conjugate interface excess quan-
tities offers significant advantages for experimental and com-
putational applications. Another advantage of Cahn’s
method6 is that the Gibbs phase rule is directly embedded in
the formalism, making all variations in the adsorption equa-
tion automatically consistent with phase coexistence.

Recently, Cahn’s treatment6 was extended to nonhydro-
static solids and applied to study single-component solid sur-
faces and binary solid-fluid interfaces.7,8 The adsorption
equation was rederived in a form which includes elastic
variations in the interface area and thus introduces the inter-
face stress tensor. The latter appears in the adsorption equa-
tion as an excess of the stress tensor over bulk stresses ex-
isting inside the phases. An interface version of the Gibbs-
Helmholtz equation was also derived, offering a variety of
thermodynamic integration paths along the phase coexist-
ence surface in the configuration space of variables.

A relation between " and #̂ was first established for a
single-component solid surface by Shuttleworth.9 In this
simple case, arbitrary lateral strains can be applied at a con-
stant temperature, performing work against #̂ and changing
". By contrast, elastic deformations of a solid-fluid interface
cannot be arbitrary but must satisfy the phase coexistence
conditions. For example, in a single-component system, elas-
tic stretching at a constant temperature and pressure in the
fluid can result in complete melting/evaporation of the solid
phase. Such prohibited strains cannot be used in a definition
of the interface stress and cannot appear in the Shuttleworth
equation.

In this paper we analyze possible elastic deformations of a
solid-fluid interface which are consistent with phase equilib-
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rium. The interface stress tensor is defined through an appro-
priate term in the adsorption equation. This term represents
the work of reversible elastic deformation of the interface
without violating the phase coexistence. For a given initial
state of a two-phase system, there are multiple paths on the
phase coexistence surface, each corresponding to a different
physical process, on which the interface area can change
elastically. The work of stretching along different paths is
generally different, making #̂ a nonunique thermodynamic
quantity. We analyze different definitions of the interface
stress implied by the adsorption equation and compute three
of such stresses using atomistic computer simulations.

Most of the thermodynamic quantities appearing in the
adsorption equation cannot be directly measured in experi-
ments but are readily accessible by computer simulations.
The interface free energy along phase coexistence paths was
previously computed for several single-component and bi-
nary solid-liquid interfaces using the cleaving technique,10,11

the capillary fluctuation method,12–14 various thermodynamic
integration schemes,7,8,15,16 and other approaches.17,18 For
curved interfaces, " was computed from modeling of homo-
geneous nucleation events.19–21 However, previous atomistic
studies of solid-liquid interfaces were restricted to systems in
which the solid was either unstressed or stressed hydrostati-
cally !or nearly hydrostatically". In this work we apply ato-
mistic simulations to compute " and different interface
stresses #̂ along strongly nonhydrostatic coexistence paths.
Such paths were obtained by equilibration of a biaxially
strained solid with its melt at a constant zero pressure p in
the melt. When designing and interpreting our simulations,
we used results for nonhydrostatic solid-fluid equilibrium be-
tween bulk phases presented in Part I of this work.2

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we
analyze interface thermodynamics of nonhydrostatic single-
component systems. After introducing our atomistic simula-
tion methodology in Sec. III, we present the simulation re-
sults in Sec. IV and draw conclusions in Sec. V.

II. THERMODYNAMICS OF SOLID-FLUID INTERFACES

A. Interface free energy ! and the adsorption equation

1. Interface free energy

Consider a rectangular block containing a single-
component solid under a general state of mechanical stress in
thermodynamic equilibrium with a fluid of the same compo-
nent !Fig. 1". The solid-fluid interface is planar and perpen-
dicular to the z direction of the block. Thermal equilibrium
between the phases requires that temperature T be uniform
throughout the system. Due to mechanical equilibrium, the
principal component $33

s of the stress tensor $ij
s in the solid is

perpendicular to the interface and equal to negative pressure
p in the fluid. The phase-change equilibrium condition re-
lates properties of the solid to the chemical potential % f in
the fluid,3

Us ! TSs + pVs = % fNs, !1"

where Us, Ss, Vs, and Ns are the energy, entropy, volume, and
number of atoms of an arbitrary homogeneous region of the

solid phase. For any homogeneous region of the fluid phase
we have

Uf ! TSf + pVf = % fNf , !2"

where Uf, Sf, Vf, and Nf are the energy, entropy, volume, and
number of atoms of the fluid region. Examples of homoge-
neous regions inside the phases are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Consider a layer containing the solid-fluid interface !Fig.
1". The choice of this layer is arbitrary as long as its bound-
aries are placed inside of homogeneous parts of the solid and
fluid phases. Using Gibbs’ definition of the interface free
energy22 in conjunction with Eqs. !1" and !2", it can be
shown that3

"A = U ! TS + pV ! % fN , !3"

where U, S, V, and N are the total energy, entropy, volume,
and number of atoms in the layer and A is the physical area
of the interface. The extensive quantities U, S, V, and N are
not physically meaningful interface properties because they
depend on the choice of the boundaries of the layer. To elimi-
nate this dependence, we solve the system of three Eqs.
!1"–!3" for "A using Cramer’s rule of linear algebra. This
results in the following expression for "A in terms of inter-
face excesses of extensive properties:8

"A = #U$XY ! T#S$XY + p#V$XY ! % f#N$XY . !4"

Here X and Y are any two out of four extensive properties U,
S, V, and N. In Eq. !4" and other equations appearing below,
#Z$XY denotes the ratio of two determinants6

#Z$XY %
& Z X Y

Zs Xs Ys

Zf Xf Y f &
'Xs Ys

Xf Y f ' . !5"

The quantities appearing in the first row of the 3&3 deter-
minant are computed for the chosen layer containing the in-
terface whereas the quantities with superscripts s and f are
computed for homogeneous regions in the solid and fluid
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Schematic of a solid-fluid system with a
plane interface. The interface layer and the homogeneous solid and
fluid regions are outlined.
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phases, respectively. It can be shown that #Z$XY is equal to
the excess of property Z when the interface is formed by
joining two solid and fluid regions and the system obtained
contains the same amounts of properties X and Y as the ini-
tial phases combined. Importantly, #Z$XY does not depend on
the choice of the boundaries of the layer or the bulk regions,6

making it a physically meaningful interfacial quantity. A the
same time, #Z$XY does generally depend on the choice of the
extensive properties X and Y. When two columns in the 3
&3 determinant in Eq. !5" are identical, the excess is zero

#X$XY = #Y$XY = 0. !6"

In other words, excesses of the properties X and Y are iden-
tically zero. Due to Eq. !6", two terms in the right-hand side
of Eq. !4" are eliminated by specifying X and Y, leaving only
two nonzero terms.

For example, if X=N and Y =V, the total interface free
energy becomes "A= #U$NV!T#S$NV. If we choose X=N and
Y =S, then "A= #U$NS+ p#V$NS. Thus, by choosing different
extensive properties X and Y we can express "A as an excess
of different thermodynamic potentials

"A = #U ! TS$NV = #U + pV$NS = ¯ !7"

Equation !7" shows that while the excesses of U, S, V, and N
depend on the choice of X and Y, "A is unique.

2. Adsorption equation

Our next goal is to derive a differential equation for re-
versible variations in "A in terms of variations in intensive
properties. Consider a closed solid-fluid block, as in Fig. 1,
containing a fixed number of unit cells of the solid in the
cross section parallel to the interface !in other words, a fixed
Lagrangian area of the interface". Consider a reversible
variation in state of the system in which it can receive/release
heat and do mechanical work by changing its shape and di-
mensions, including changes in the physical area of the in-
terface by elastic deformation. Differentiating Eqs. !1"–!3"
one can derive the following Gibbs-Duhem-type equations
for the interface layer and the bulk solid and fluid regions

d!"A" = ! SdT + Vdp ! Nd% f + (
i,j=1,2

!$ij + 'ijp"Vd(ij ,

!8"

0 = ! SsdT + Vsdp ! Nsd% f + (
i,j=1,2

!$ij
s + 'ijp"Vsd(ij , !9"

0 = ! SfdT + Vfdp ! Nfd% f . !10"

Here, $ij is the stress tensor averaged over the layer and (ij is
a symmetrical 2&2 lateral strain tensor computed relative to
the current state. We are assuming that the distorted shape of
the block is triclinic, hence d(ij is the same in all three equa-
tions. For a detailed derivation of Eqs. !8" and !9" we refer
the reader to Refs. 7 and 8. #Gibbs derived Eq. !9" for a more
general case of finite deformations.$3

The differentials appearing in the right-hand side of Eq.
!8" are not independent. They are subject to constraints im-
posed by thermodynamic equilibrium between the bulk

phases and expressed by Eqs. !9" and !10".6 Solving the sys-
tem of these three equations, we obtain the adsorption equa-
tion expressing a variation in the total interface free energy
"A in terms of independent intensive variables7

d!"A" = ! #S$XYdT + #V$XYdp ! #N$XYd% f

+ (
i,j=1,2

#!$ij + 'ijp"V$XYd(ij . !11"

The excess quantities #Z$XY appearing in Eq. !11" are com-
puted by Eq. !5", where Z, X, and Y are three out of the
extensive properties S, V, N, and !$ij +'ijp"V. By specifying
X and Y, two terms in Eq. !11" are eliminated, leaving four
variables that can be varied independently.23

It is important to note that some choices of the extensive
properties X and Y are prohibited by Cramer’s rule. For ex-
ample, if X= !$11+ p"V and Y = !$22+ p"V, then Xf =Y f =0 and
the excess #Z$XY of any property Z is undefined. This restric-
tion on the choice of X and Y originates from the fact that the
solid and fluid phases have different numbers of degrees of
freedom: two for the fluid and five for the solid.24 The Gibbs-
Duhem equation for the fluid phase, Eq. !10", does not con-
tain the lateral strain variables. As a result, only one strain
variable can be eliminated from the system of three equa-
tions but not two. Thus, the four degrees of freedom of the
solid-fluid system can be represented by four intensive vari-
ables from the set !T , p ,% f ,(11,(22,(12", with the require-
ment that at least two of them are strain components.

B. Interface stress

1. Definition and multiplicity of interface stresses

In this section we analyze different interface stresses in-
troduced through the adsorption equation. By choosing dif-
ferent extensive variables X and Y in Eq. !11", several forms
of the adsorption equation can be obtained, each having a
different set of independent variables and leading to different
definitions of the interface stress. Indeed, the change in "A
due to elastic work done by or against interface stress is
represented by the last term in Eq. !11". From this term we
can express #̂ as an excess of the tensor !$ij +'ijp"V over its
bulk values on either side of the interface

#ij
XY =

1
A

!!"A"
!(ij

=
1
A

#!$ij + 'ijp"V$XY

=
1
A

& !$ij + 'ijp"V X Y

!$ij
s + 'ijp"Vs Xs Ys

0 Xf Y f &
'Xs Ys

Xf Y f ' , !12"

where i , j=1,2.25 The variables held constant during the
variation in (ij depend on the choice of X and Y. The only
case when the interface stress is independent of X and Y is
when the solid is hydrostatic, in which case $ij

s +'ijp=0 and
#ij has a unique value #ij = !$ij +'ijp"V /A.

To further demonstrate that the interface stress is not
unique if the solid is nonhydrostatic, we will consider ex-
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amples of different choices of X and Y. Three examples will
be given in this section and one more in Sec. II B 2.

First, let X=V and Y =N. The adsorption equation be-
comes

d!"A" = ! #S$NVdT + (
i,j=1,2

#!$ij + 'ijp"V$NVd(ij !13"

with four independent variables T, (11, (12, and (22. Consider
an elastic deformation of the interface at a constant tempera-
ture when one of the strain components, (ij, varies while
other components are fixed. The interface stress obtained,
which we denote #̂NV, represents the change in "A at a con-
stant T and is given by

#ij
NV =

1
A
) !!"A"

!eij
*

T
=

1
A

#!$ij + 'ijp"V$NV

=
1
A

& !$ij + 'ijp"V N V

!$ij
s + 'ijp"Vs Ns Vs

0 Nf Vf &
'Ns Vs

Nf Vf ' . !14"

This deformation is implemented along the isothermal path
discussed in Part I,2 on which p and % f vary in order to
maintain equilibrium. For variations away from a hydrostatic
state of the solid, the changes in p and % f were shown to be
quadratic in nonhydrostatic components of the stress tensor
in the solid.

In the second example, we choose X=S and Y =N. This
eliminates the differentials dT and d% f in the adsorption
equation, which becomes

d!"A" = #V$NSdp + (
ij=1,2

#!$ij + 'ijp"V$NSd(ij . !15"

The independent variables are now p, (11, (12, and (22
whereas T and % f vary to maintain equilibrium. By contrast
to the previous case, the interface now has an excess volume
#V$NS.26 The interface stress #̂NS is defined through the work
of elastic deformation at a constant pressure in the fluid

#ij
NS =

1
A
) !!"A"

!eij
*

p
=

1
A

#!$ij + 'ijp"V$NS

=
1
A

& !$ij + 'ijp"V N S

!$ij
s + 'ijp"Vs Ns Ss

0 Nf Sf &
'Ns Ss

Nf Sf ' . !16"

The deformation path implied by Eq. !16" corresponds to the
isobaric case discussed in Part I.2 For variations away from a
hydrostatic state of the solid, the changes in T and % f are
quadratic in nonhydrostatic stresses in the solid.

The interface stresses #̂NV and #̂NS are generally different.
They could be determined by measuring changes in "A dur-
ing elastic deformations in two different thermodynamic pro-
cesses: an isothermal and isobaric, respectively. Another pos-
sible interface stress is #̂SV, corresponding to elastic

deformation at a constant chemical potential % f in the fluid
!T and p vary to maintain equilibrium". We do not discuss
this case in details but this interface stress can also be ex-
pressed as an appropriate excess of the nonhydrostatic stress
tensor in a manner similar to #̂NV and #̂NS.

2. Interface stress on an isofluid path

We will now introduce yet another definition of the inter-
face stress. Let X or Y be one of the nonhydrostatic stresses
!$ij +'ijp"V. For example, suppose Y = !$22+ p"V while X is
one of the extensive variables S, V, or N. This choice of Y
eliminates d(22 in Eq. !11" and reduces it to

d!"A" = ! #S$X!$22+p"VdT + #V$X!$22+p"Vdp ! #N$X!$22+p"Vd% f

+ #!$11 + p"V$X!$22+p"Vd(11 + #$12V$X!$22+p"Vd(12

+ #$21V$X!$22+p"Vd(21. !17"

In this equation, one variable out of set !T , p ,% f" is elimi-
nated by specifying X, leaving four independent variables
!recall that (12=(21". For example, !T , p ,(11,(12" or
!T ,% f ,(11,(12" are possible sets of independent variables.

Note that if any two variables from the set !T , p ,% f" are
fixed, the third variable is also fixed because a single-
component fluid has two degrees of freedom. A relation be-
tween these three variables is given by the Gibbs-Duhem Eq.
!10". Thus, if any two variables from the set !T , p ,% f" are
held constant, "A can only vary due to the remaining strain
terms, which represent the work of elastic deformation of the
interface. This elastic work is done by an interface stress
which we denote #̂!22". The superscript !22" indicates the
component of the strain tensor which is eliminated from the
adsorption equation and becomes a dependent variable. The
components of #̂!22" are

#11
!22" =

1
A
) !!"A"

!(11
*

T,p,(12

=
1
A

#!$11 + p"V$X!$22+p"V, !18"

#12
!22" = #21

!22" =
1

2A
) !!"A"

!(12
*

T,p,(11

=
1
A

#!$12 + p"V$X!$22+p"V

!19"

whereas #22
!22" is identically zero due to the property of deter-

minants #Eq. !6"$.
Computing the determinants in Eqs. !18" and !19" explic-

itly,

#11
!22" =

1
A

& !$11 + p"V !$22 + p"V X

!$11
s + p"Vs !$22

s + p"Vs Xs

0 0 Xf &
'!$22

s + p"Vs Xs

0 Xf '
=

V

A+!$11 + p" ! !$11
s + p"

!$22 + p"
!$22

s + p", , !20"
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#12
!22" = #21

!22" =
1
A

& $12V !$22 + p"V X

$12
s Vs !$22

s + p"Vs Xs

0 0 Xf &
'$22

s Vs Xs

0 Xf '
=

V

A+$12 ! $12
s !$22 + p"

!$22
s + p", . !21"

Note that these expressions are independent of X.
Having introduced the interface stress #̂!kl", we will now

discuss the physical processes which can be implemented to
measure it. The process to determine #11

!22" is a variation in (11
at constant (12, T and p. In this process, % f is automatically
fixed by the equation of state of the fluid. The remaining
strain component (22 is varied simultaneously with (11 to
maintain phase equilibrium. Likewise, #12

!22" and #21
!22" are de-

termined in a process in which (11, T, p !and thus % f" are
fixed while (12 and (22 vary simultaneously to maintain
phase equilibrium. While the state of stress of the solid
changes in these processes, the state of the fluid remains the
same. Such processes were introduced in Part I of this work,2

where they were called isofluid processes. Thus, #̂!kl" can be
referred to as isofluid interface stress.

There is a unique hydrostatic state of the solid, denoted H,
in which it is equilibrated with a given fluid. It was shown2

that no isofluid path can go through or originate from the
hydrostatic point !TH , pH". Thus, #̂!kl" is only defined for non-
hydrostatic states of the solid.

Isofluid processes have the following geometric interpre-
tation in the configuration space of variables. The isofluid
constraints eliminate two degrees of freedom, leaving a
single-component solid-fluid system with two remaining de-
grees of freedom. Isofluid states can be represented by a
surface in the three-dimensional space of strain variables E11,
E12, and E22. The strain Eij was introduced in Part I !Ref. 2"
and is defined relative to the reference hydrostatic state
!TH , pH". In the linear elasticity approximation, the isofluid
surface is an ellipsoid centered at E11=E12=E22=0 !Appen-
dix C of Part I".2

To apply this analysis to atomistic simulations discussed
later, let us consider a particular case in which E12 remains
fixed at zero. Then the isofluid path is an ellipse in the coor-
dinates E11 and E22, which can be obtained as an intersection
of the ellipsoid mentioned above with the plane E12=0. Al-
ternatively, this ellipse can be viewed as an intersection of
two other surfaces. Specifically, at E12=0 and a fixed pres-
sure in the fluid, the solid-fluid coexistence surface is an
elliptical paraboloid in the coordinates T versus E11 and E22
#Fig. 2!a"$. The equation of this paraboloid was derived in
Appendix B of Part I.2 The isofluid ellipse is obtained as an
intersection of this paraboloid with a constant-temperature
plane #Fig. 2!b"$.

For any infinitesimal isofluid process on the ellipse, the
solid phase is stretched by an amount dE11 and simulta-
neously compressed in the perpendicular direction by an
amount dE22 in order to maintain equilibrium with the same
fluid. Some of the equations involving the isofluid interface

stress !see below" contain the slope of the isofluid curve.
Since the reference state !TH , pH" is fixed during isofluid pro-
cesses, the slope equals dE22 /dE11=d(22 /d(11, where the
strain (ij is defined relative to the current state.

3. Relations between different interface stresses

In this section we analyze relations between different in-
terface stresses. Such relations are readily obtained by equat-
ing right-hand sides of the adsorption equation for different
choices of X and Y. Some of these relations will be later
tested by atomistic simulations. We will limit the discussion
to the particular case of d(12=0.

Since there is no preference of choosing d(11 over d(22 as
the independent variable to describe isofluid processes, we
have two versions of the adsorption equation

d!"A" = #11
!22"d(11 = #22

!11"d(22. !22"

It follows that the components #11
!22" and #22

!11" are proportional
to each other,

#11
!22"

#22
!11" = - !(22

!(11
.

T,p,(12

. !23"

The slope of the isofluid curve #Fig. 2!b"$ is assumed to be
known from bulk thermodynamic properties. On the other
hand, using Eq. !20" #11

!22" /#22
!11" can be expressed as a ratio of

nonhydrostatic components of stress in the solid,

#11
!22"

#22
!11" =

$11
s + p

$22
s + p

. !24"

These relations permit useful cross-checks during interface
stress calculations, which will be done in Sec. IV.

A relation between #̂NV and #̂!22" can be obtained by ap-
plying Eq. !13" to the particular case of an isofluid variation
!dT=0",

d!"A" = #11
NVd(11 + #22

NVd(22. !25"

Because d(11 and d(22 must be proportional to each other to
keep the system on the isofluid path, we can rewrite this
equation as

T

E11
E
22

T=const

biaxial
tension

biaxial
compression

(a) (b)

dE /dE22 11

E22

E11+

FIG. 2. !Color online" Equilibrium temperature T as a function
of nonhydrostatic components of strain Eij at a constant pressure p
in the fluid and a constant E12. !a" The line of biaxial tension/
compression. !b" An iso-fluid path. The triangle shows the slope of
the isofluid path at a particular point marked by a cross.
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d!"A" = +#11
NV + #22

NV- !(22

!(11
.

T,p,(12

,d(11. !26"

Comparing this equation with Eq. !22", we obtain

#11
!22" = #11

NV + #22
NV- !(22

!(11
.

T,p,(12

. !27"

This relation suggests another cross-check because #̂NV and
#̂!22" can be computed independently.

The derivative !!(22 /!(11"T,p,(12
appearing in the above

equations was computed in Part I !Ref. 2" in the linear elas-
ticity approximation. It can be expressed through elastic con-
stants of the solid phase and the strain Eij relative to the
hydrostatic state,

- !(22

!(11
.

T,p,(12

= !
A11E11 + A12E22

A22E22 + A12E11
. !28"

Here A11=C1111!C1133
2 /C3333, A22=C2222!C2233

2 /C3333, and
A12=C1122!C1133C2233 /C3333, Cijkl being the tensor of elastic
constants in the hydrostatic state.

For each of the different interface stresses introduced in
this work, there are points on the phase coexistence surface
where the particular type of interface stress is undefined. For
example, #̂!kl" cannot be defined whenever $kl

s +'klp=0, al-
though #NV, #NS, and #SV generally remain well defined at
such points. #̂NV is undefined when a nonhydrostatic solid
and a fluid have the same volume per atom !atomic density".
Likewise, #̂NS is undefined when entropy per atom is the
same in both phases.

C. Relation to the Shuttleworth equation

The adsorption equation derived in Sec. II A 2 can be
rewritten in a form similar to the Shuttleworth equation for
open surfaces.9 Taking the differential of "A in the left-hand
side of Eq. !11" and using dA=A (

i,j=1,2

'ijd(ij we obtain

Ad" = ! #S$XYdT + #V$XYdp ! #N$XYd% f

+ (
i,j=1,2

!#ij
XY ! 'ij""Ad(ij . !29"

As before, two differentials in Eq. !29" are eliminated by
specifying X and Y and the remaining differentials are inde-
pendent. Taking a partial derivative of " with respect to the
elastic strain tensor while holding all the other independent
variables fixed, we obtain27

!"

!(ij
= #ij

XY ! 'ij" . !30"

In this equation, #ij
XY depends on the choice of X and Y.

Accordingly, the derivative !" /!(ij is taken along a path on
the coexistence surface on which the intensive variables con-
jugate to the chosen X and Y are allowed to vary while all
other variables are fixed. In effect, Eq. !30" represents a set
of equations for different interface stresses #ij

XY and different
partial derivatives !" /!(ij taken along corresponding paths.

D. Thermodynamic integration methods

If " is known at one point on the phase coexistence sur-
face, the adsorption Eq. !11" can be integrated along a cho-
sen path on this surface to compute " as a function of inten-
sive variables. However, if temperature varies along the path,
the integration requires knowledge of the excess entropy
#S$XY. The latter is rarely accessible in experiments or simu-
lations. To circumvent this problem, we combine Eqs. !4"
and !11" to derive the interface version of the Gibbs-
Helmholtz equation, which is more suitable for thermody-
namic integration8

d-"A

T
. = !

#)$XY

T2 dT +
#V$XY

T
dp !

#N$XY

T
d% f

+
1
T (

i,j=1,2
#ij

XYd(ij . !31"

Here

) % U + pV ! % fN !32"

is a thermodynamic potential that does not contain the en-
tropy term. Just as the adsorption equation #Eq. !11"$, Eq.
!31" contains four independent variables. It can be integrated
starting from a chosen reference point to recover " along the
path.

As an example, consider a path on the coexistence surface
obtained by biaxial deformation of the solid at zero pressure
p in the fluid. Due to the constraints dp=0, d(11=d(22%d(,
and d(12=0, we have only one independent variable. Choos-
ing T as the independent variable, Eq. !31" is readily inte-
grated to give

"A =
!"A"0T

T0
! T/

T0

T ) !U"NV

T!2 !
!#11

NV + #22
NV"

T!
- !(

!T!
.

coex.
*dT!.

!33"

Here !"A"0 and T0 are the reference values of the total inter-
face free energy and temperature. The derivative !!( /!T"coex
is taken along the coexistence path. An advantage of Eq. !33"
is that all quantities appearing in the integrand are readily
accessible in atomistic calculations.

Consider another integration path on which pressure is
fixed at zero. Choosing X=N, Eq. !31" reduces to

d-"A

T
. = !

#U$NY

T2 dT +
1
T (

i,j=1,2
#ij

NYd(ij . !34"

Taking U for Y and integrating, we obtain

"A =
!"A"0T

T0

+ T/
T0

T ) !$11 + p"NU + !$22 + p"NU

T!
- !(

!T!
.

coex.
*dT!.

!35"

This integration path requires calculation of only two excess
quantities, #$11+ p$NU and #$22+ p$NU, instead of three in Eq.
!33". Calculations of excesses #Z$NU instead of #Z$NV have
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some computational advantages in atomistic simulations.
Both Eqs. !33" and !35" will be used below to compute the
interface free energy along biaxial tension and compression
paths at zero pressure in the liquid.

III. METHODOLOGY OF ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation block and molecular dynamics methodology

As in Part I,2 we used copper as a model material with
atomic interactions described with an embedded-atom
potential.28 The potential predicts the melting temperature
TH=1327 K at zero pressure, which is close to the experi-
mental melting point 1356 K.29

The simulation block with dimensions x&y&z=32&30
&325 Å3 contained the total of 23 040 atoms. A 105 Å
thick layer of the solid phase was located in the middle of the
block between two 110 Å thick liquid layers #Fig. 3!a"$. The
solid and liquid phases were separated by !110" oriented
solid-liquid interfaces perpendicular to the z direction. The
#1̄10$ and #001$ crystallographic directions in the solid were
parallel to the x and y axes, respectively. The boundary con-
ditions in the x and y directions were periodic, with the free
surface condition in the z direction. The termination of the
liquid layers at open surfaces ensured constant zero pressure
in the liquid phase !p=0".

To create nonhydrostatic stresses in the solid phase, the
block was subject to biaxial deformation parallel to the in-
terface. Eleven simulation blocks were prepared with differ-
ent biaxial tensions and compressions. The lateral stresses
created in the solid layer ranged from !2.1 GPa !compres-
sion" to 3.4 GPa !tension". The normal stress $33 remained
zero due to mechanical equilibrium with the liquid.

After application of the deformation, each simulation
block was equilibrated by a 2 ns NVE molecular dynamics
!MD" run. We refer the reader to Part I !Ref. 2" for details of
the equilibration procedure. The obtained equilibrium tem-
perature and lateral stresses in the solid were functions of the
applied deformation. In the linear elasticity approximation, T
is a paraboloid as a function of the lateral strains E11 and E22
as shown schematically in Fig. 2!a".2 The red dashed line
indicates the biaxial deformation path implemented in this
work. The equilibration step was followed by a 40 ns pro-
duction run !also in the NVE ensemble" with snapshots gen-
erated every 0.01 ns. The snapshots contained coordinates,

energies and stresses for all atoms and were used for post-
processing.

B. Calculation of profiles and excess quantities

Profiles of energy, atomic density and stress components
as functions of distance in the z direction provide useful
information about internal structure of the interface region.
To compute such profiles, each snapshot was divided into
bins of equal width and the property of interest was averaged
within each bin. To obtain smooth profiles, each atom was
smeared into a Gaussian along the z axis. Properties related
to each atom, such as density, energy, and stress, were dis-
tributed over its vicinity with the Gaussian distribution.

During an MD run, the position of the interface constantly
changes due to thermal fluctuations. The interface imple-
ments a random walk along the z axis by spontaneous melt-
ing and crystallization processes within thin layers adjacent
to the interface.30 This interface motion can result in a broad-
ening of the profiles. To avoid the broadening, the interface
motion was monitored by computing profiles of the structure
factor 0S!k"0 !k being a suitable vector of reciprocal lattice",
which gave us an approximate interface position in every
snapshot.7,8 The profiles of other properties computed for
individual snapshots were centered relative to the instanta-
neous position of the interface as identified by 0S!k"0 and
then averaged. After computing the averaged profiles of all
properties, they were shifted so that the Gibbsian dividing
surface determined from the density profile was at z=0. This
shift is dictated by convenience of presentation of profiles
and does not constitute any approximation of our analysis.

All excess quantities, such as the interface stress, excess
energy, etc., were calculated from Eq. !5". Each entry of the
determinants was computed for individual snapshots and
then averaged. Such entries represented extensive quantities
that were computed for selected regions of the simulation
block. Properties of individual atoms continued to be repre-
sented by Gaussians. The profiles of 0S!k"0 were used as a
guide during the region selection as they indicated approxi-
mate positions of the solid-liquid interfaces. The liquid sur-
faces were identified with the maximum and minimum val-
ues of the z coordinate of atoms. An inner region of the solid
layer separated by a distance d from both solid-liquid inter-
faces was taken as the bulk solid region #Fig. 3!b"$. Two
liquid regions separated by d from the solid-liquid interfaces
and from the liquid surfaces represented by the bulk liquid
phase. Finally, the region containing two solid-liquid inter-
faces and separated by a distance d from the liquid surfaces
was selected as the interface layer. In Fig. 3!b" this layer is
labeled by L. Since boundaries of the regions were placed
relative to the instantaneous positions of the interfaces and
surfaces, they slightly varied from one snapshot to the next.
Due to properties of determinants in Eq. !5", the locations of
the boundaries do not affect the excesses as long as these
boundaries are within homogeneous phases.6 A choice of d
=20 Å was found to satisfy this condition. Note that the
profiles of properties discussed above were not used for in-
terface excess calculations. They were constructed for illus-
tration purposes only.

bulk
solid

vacuum

d

bulk
liquid

d dd d d

vacuum bulk
liquid

solid-liquid
interface

solid-liquid
interface

(a)

(b)

z
y

x

liquid solid liquid

L

FIG. 3. !Color online" !a" Typical snapshot of the simulation
block with the solid and liquid phases. !b" Schematic illustration of
regions selected for calculations of excess quantities.
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IV. RESULTS

Figures 4!a" and 4!b" display typical profiles of atomic
density and energy density across the simulation block when
the solid phase is under tension, under compression and
nearly hydrostatic. The profiles shown in Fig. 4!b" reveal that
the internal energy in the solid decreases with biaxial com-
pression. This is not surprising since quadratic behavior of
energy with applied biaxial strain is not expected in this case.
It is the free energy that is quadratic in strain and stress
whereas the internal energy is linear. Figures 4!c" and 4!d"
show the corresponding profiles of the stress components $11
and $22. These two components exhibit different behaviors in
the interface region. The $11 component has a peak of com-
pression on the solid side of the Gibbsian dividing surface
accompanied by a peak of slight tension on the liquid side.
By contrast, $22 shows a single compressive peak. Note also
that the magnitudes of the stress components inside the solid
are significantly different, which is explained by the aniso-
tropy of elastic constants. The overall thickness of the non-
homogeneous interfacial region is about 20 Å.

The excess energy per unit area, #U$NV /A, which is
needed for thermodynamic integration by Eq. !33", is plotted
in Fig. 5 as a function of biaxial compression and tension.

Within the relatively narrow temperature range implemented
in this work, #U$NV /A does not change significantly. It
slightly decreases as the solid deviates from the hydrostatic
state but increases again under a larger tension. The magni-
tude of #U$NV /A is nearly an order of magnitude smaller than
the interface free energy !see below".

The diagonal components of the interface stress #̂NV are
shown in Fig. 6 as functions of biaxial strain. When the solid
is hydrostatic, the interface stress is only slightly anisotropic
with the components #11

NV=!0.105*0.004 J /m2 and #22
NV=

!0.110*0.002 J /m2.31 The negative sign indicates that the
interface is in a state of compression. As the solid deviates
from the hydrostatic state, the anisotropy of #̂NV increases
significantly. A reversal of the bulk stress from compression
to tension changes the sense of the anisotropy. It should be
mentioned, however, that the average of #11

NV and #22
NV is much

less affected by the applied stresses than the individual com-
ponents.

Figure 7 shows a plot of the isofluid interface stresses #11
!22"

and #22
!11" as functions of lateral strain. Both stresses were

computed from Eq. !20" with switches between indices !11"
and !22". Note that these two stresses have different signs
which change within the simulated range of lateral strains.
As discussed in Sec. II B 3, the ratio of these interface
stresses equals !!(22 /!(11"T,p,(12

, which has the meaning of
the slope of the isofluid path in the coordinates E11 and E22.
In the linear elasticity approximation, the derivative
!!(22 /!(11"T,p,(12

must be constant along a biaxial deforma-
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FIG. 4. !Color online" Profiles of !a" atomic density, !b" energy
density, and stress components !c" $11 and !d" $22 when the solid is
under compression !T=1325.2 K", tension !T=1325.5 K" and
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cates the position of the Gibbsian dividing surface.
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tion path. This constant value was calculated from Eq. !28"
using the elastic constants of the solid determined in Part I
!Ref. 2" at the temperature TH. The value obtained,
!!( /!(11"T,p,(12

=!1.62, is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 8.
The individual points on this plot are the ratios #11

!22" /#22
!11"

computed for different states of tension and compression.
Although the points display noticeable deviations from the
predicted line, the relation !23" is approximately followed.
There can be several reasons for the discrepancy, including
deviations from linear elasticity, the system size effect and
other factors. It should be noted that reducing the magnitude
of the applied strain does not improve the accuracy of the
calculations because the isofluid ellipse becomes too small
!Fig. 2". In the limit of a hydrostatic solid, the ellipsoid
shrinks to a point and the ratio !!(22 /!(11"T,p,(12

becomes
undefined.

Finally, Fig. 9 reports the temperature dependence of the
interface free energy " obtained by thermodynamic integra-
tion of Eqs. !33" and !35". As the reference state we used the
hydrostatic solid-liquid coexistence at p=0. The interface
free energy for this state, 0.199 J /m2, was computed in our
previous work.7 To find the derivative !!( /!T"coex appearing
in Eqs. !33" and !35", the previously obtained2 biaxial strain
( as a function of T was fitted with a cubic spline and dif-
ferentiated numerically. Figure 9 shows that the interface
free energy decreases under biaxial tension but increases un-
der biaxial compression. In the latter case, it reaches a maxi-

mum at 1307 K and apparently reverses. In the range of
strains studied in this work, the maximum decrease in " un-
der tension is 9.1% and the maximum increase under com-
pression is 2.3%. Thus, the effect of nonhydrostaticity on "
is much weaker than the effect on the interface stresses. As
expected, the values of " computed by the different integra-
tion methods are identical within the accuracy of the calcu-
lations.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied thermodynamics solid-fluid interfaces in
a single-component system in the presence of nonhydrostatic
stresses in the solid phase. While some aspects of this analy-
sis can be found in our previous paper dedicated to binary
systems,8 the present study was focused on the multiplicity
of definitions of the interface stress #̂ and its dependence on
applied bulk stresses. The interface stress is generally de-
fined as reversible work of elastic deformation of the inter-
face. More specifically, it is defined through the term in the
adsorption equation which is responsible for elastic deforma-
tions of the interface. We have shown how this term can be
expressed as an interface excess quantity similar to excesses
of energy, entropy, volume, and other properties. The exten-
sive property whose excess per unit area gives the interface
stress is the tensor !$ij +'ijp"V representing nonhydrostatic
stresses in the system !p being pressure in the fluid".

The physical origin of the nonuniqueness of #̂ is in the
fact that the elastic deformations implied by its definition can
be implemented under different conditions. Thus, one can
talk about an isothermal interface stress #̂NV, isobaric #̂SV, or
an open-system interface stress #̂SV !Sec. II B 1". As another
example, #̂ can be defined through an isofluid process, in
which two or more components of strain vary simultaneously
while the state of the fluid remains the same. Furthermore,
because of the multiplicity of possible isofluid deformation
paths, there is a multiplicity of isofluid interface stresses #̂!kl".
It is important to note that the interface stresses not only
differ conceptually but can also have different magnitudes or
even signs. Thus, care should be exercised when comparing
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interface stresses obtained by different measurements or
simulations. It is only when the solid is hydrostatic that #̂ has
a unique value.

Mathematically, the nonuniqueness of #̂ arises from the
freedom of choice of the independent intensive variables in
the adsorption equation. This choice is controlled through the
selection of two extensive properties X and Y in the defini-
tion of excess quantities by Eq. !5". Depending of this
choice, different variables are held constant during the defor-
mation, leading to different definitions of #̂. By analyzing
various choices of variables in the adsorption equation, rela-
tionships between different interface stresses can be estab-
lished as discussed in Sec. II B 3. Such relations can be use-
ful for cross-checking results of different experiments or
simulations. It should also be pointed out that the formalism
presented in this work automatically guarantees that the de-
formation paths chosen for the definition of #̂ lie on the phase
coexistence surface and are consistent with the Gibbs phase
rule. This helps avoid meaningless definitions, such as the
derivative #ij = !!"A /!(ij"p,T which cannot be obtained from
Eq. !11" and constitutes an impossible variation !a change of
a single component of strain at fixed other components, p
and T destroys the phase coexistence".

We have applied molecular dynamics simulations to com-
pute several different interface stresses for a !110" solid-
liquid interface in copper. The solid phase was subject to
biaxial tension and compression producing nonhydrostatic
stresses reaching the gigapascal level. These nonhydrostatic
stresses were found to strongly affect the magnitude, aniso-
tropy, and even sign of various interface stresses. As ex-
pected from the above analysis, differently defined interface
stresses were found to be very different in magnitude, aniso-
tropy, and sign. By contrast, the interface free energy is
much less sensitive to nonhydrostatic stresses. This observa-
tion can be of interest for understanding various interface
phenomena, some of which are controlled by the interface
free energy while others by interface stress. We hope that this
work will motivate further analysis of such phenomena and
their dependence on applied stresses.
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